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Lower Canada College
4090 Royal Avenue, H4A 2M5
Montreal, QC

Letter From 

the Editor

Hi!
After listening to the recent Grade 11 public 
speeches, two themes stuck in my mind: the issue 
of climate change, and material happiness. I real-
ized that a common idea unites the two; your age 
is the limit. By that, I mean that people believe 
they need a college degree or a family to get what 
they want and make a difference, because they 
are too young right now. Some of the most prom-
inent activists across the globe are high school 
age, and what sets them apart isn’t necessarily 
a higher IQ or better morals, but just different 
circumstances. They have allowed the passion 
they possess for a cause to overcome them. While 
I am definitely not suggesting anyone drop out 
of school to go learn a dead language in another 
country, passion is the key to making a difference, 
and it is something we all have within us. Maybe 
none of us are climate change experts, and may-
be you can’t become a doctor/astronaut/singer 
before you graduate. However, that doesn’t mean 
you can’t start paving the way down your own 
path. Under and over estimation are both danger-
ous, so don’t do either. Trust 
yourself, and the passion you hold.
Sincerely,
Samantha Bloom
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Quote of the Month
“The world only exists 
in your eyes. You can 

make it as big or as 
small as you want.”

-F. Fitzgerald



1. Montreal’s New Metro Trains Are Too Big For 
the Tunnels 
 Last February, after months of delay and an-
ticipation, the STM finally updated our metro 
with new AZUR trains. However, on Sunday, 
January 15th, the entire orange line of the 
metro was shut down due to an “equipment 
problem.” It turns out that our brand new 
trains don’t actually fit into the metro tunnels. 
Interesting how the STM only realized this 
after they entered into a $1.2 billion contract 
with the Bombardier-Alstom consortium. Ac-
cording to MTL blog, STM knew of the issue 
in May 2013 and announced that they would 
shave off the concrete in the tunnels to make 
room. I guess they didn’t make enough room. 
Hopefully, this issue will be solved by the time 
all 52 trains are set to run by the end of 2018. 

2. Donald Trump’s Attempt to Replace 
Obamacare Fails: 
On Friday March 24th, Trump’s government 
faced a major setback after the bill that would 
repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act was 
pulled from Congress. Despite the fact that the 
Republicans control the House and the Sen-
ate, there were still not enough votes to pass 
the bill. While the Democrats were completely 
against it, the Republican Moderates didn’t 
support them either. Some felt that the repeal 
was unfair as it would leave many people

Global Issues for 
Dummies

3. Largest Anti-Corruption Protests In Russia 
Since 2011
On March 26th, protests broke out all over 
Russia after Alexei Navalny, a popular politi-
cian who is planning to run in the 2018 elec-
tion,  suggested that Russia’s Prime Minister 
Dmitry Medvedev had used bribery to accu-
mulate luxuries such as mansions, vineyards, 
and yachts.  This style of living  contrasts 
highly with that of Russia’s poor. However, in 
Russia, unauthorized protests are considered 
illegal. Thus, the Russian authorities arrested 
over 1000 protesters. The European Union is 
current calling on the Russian government to 
release them. On March 27th, Alexei Navalny 
was sentenced to 15 days in jail for resisting the 
orders of the police. 

without healthcare, and others felt that the bill 
didn’t go far enough to replace Obamacare 
to the extent that they expected. Either way, 
after this setback, Trump’s deal-making skills 
and ability to keep his campaign promises 
will most likely be questioned. According to 
NDTV, “Trump said he would turn his atten-
tion to getting “big tax cuts” through Congress, 
another tricky proposition.” 

by: Lauren Montgomery
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 Super Bowl LI will certainly be consid-
ered one of the most entertaining sports events 
of all time. (BACK THAT UP) This year’s Super 
Bowl was a matchup between the Atlanta Fal-
cons and the New England Patriots, where the 
Tom Brady-led Patriots were slight favourites 
over Matt Ryan’s Falcons. Although Atlanta had 
superhuman Julio Jones, arguably the best re-
ceiver in the NFL right now, New England were 
considered favourites due to their coach Bill 
Belichick, superstar veteran quarterback Tom 
Brady, and an overall more-experienced team.
 In spite of their underdog status on the 
grandest stage in the NFL, the Falcons exploded 
out of the gates and pretty much put the game 
to bed by halftime, where they had a 25-3 lead. 
No Super Bowl team had ever come back to win 
from even being down by only 10 points at any 
point in the history of the Super Bowl. Even the 
New England faithful must have been shocked 
and disappointed with no hope of a comeback. 
 After this dominant half, the Atlanta Fal-
cons players were smiling on the sidelines and 
the Patriots fans had given up and lost hope. 
However, the New England Patriots were able 
to overcome a nearly impossible task by sur-
mounting a 25-point lead in order to defeat the 
Atlanta Falcons 34-28. The Falcons may have 
started off on fire, but their offense and defense

seemed to disappear and the Patriots took ad-
vantage. 
 Indeed, the Patriots seemed like a new 
and more energetic team in the second half, 
particularly in the third quarter.  This come-
back included a few extremely clutch plays, as 
well as several strange decisions by the Falcons 
coaching staff which might have lost them the 
game. Julian Edelman made one of the most 
important catches of the game. Not only did it 
help the Patriots move down the field on their 
way to their comeback, but it is now also con-
sidered one of the greatest catches in Super 
Bowl history. 
 On the other hand, the Atlanta Falcons 
had several plays, which were unnecessary and 
prevented them from closing out the game and 
defeating the Patriots. 
 After receiving his fourth Super Bowl 
MVP award and fifth Super Bowl champion-
ship, Tom Brady is, without doubt, the GOAT 
(greatest of all time). The Brady and Belichick 
duo solidified themselves as the greatest com-
bination of all time with five Super Bowls. After 
seeing the Golden States Warriors blow a 3-1 
lead in the NBA, the Atlanta Falcons man-
aged an even more impressive feat, blowing a 
25-point lead during the 51st Super Bowl.

The Comeback of The Goat



What? The Chinese New Year (“Xīn Nián”) or 
Spring Festival (“Chūn Jié”) is the most im-
portant festival in Chinese culture. According 
to legend, thousands of years ago, the begin-
ning of the Chinese New Year started with 
a mythical beast called “Nián,” an extremely 
cruel and ferocious beast which the Chinese 
believe, eats people on New Year’s Eve. To keep 
“Nián” away, “red-paper couplets” are pasted 
on doors, torches are lit, and firecrackers are 
set off throughout the night, because “Nian” is 
said to fear the color red, the light of fire, and 
loud noises. Early the next morning, as feelings 
of triumph and renewal fill the air at success-
fully keeping “Nian” away for another year, the 
most popular greeting heard is “Congratula-
tions!” (“kung-hsi”). 
      Chinese New Year has become one of the 
world's most prominent and celebrated fes-
tivals, with the "largest annual mass human 
migration in the world." 

When? The Chinese lunar calendar is used to 
determine the Chinese New Year, so the date 
of it varies every year. The first day of the New 
Year falls on the new moon between January 
21 and February 20. In 2017, the first day of the 
Chinese New Year is on Saturday, the 28th of 
January, initiating the year of the Rooster. Cel-
ebrations traditionally run from the evening 
preceding the first day, to the Lantern Festival 
on the 15th day of the first calendar month.

Where? Nowadays, Chinese New Year is cele-
brated in countries and territories with signifi-
cant Chinese populations, including Mainland 
China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Singapore, 
Thailand, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Mauritius, and the Philippines. (Pictured on 
the right is Asia’s largest temple, Kek Lok 
Si in Penang, Malaysia – illuminated in prepa-
ration for the New Year.)

Chinese New Year 2017

How? Within China, regional customs and 
traditions concerning the celebration of the 
Chinese New Year vary widely. Often, the eve-
ning preceding Chinese New Year's Day is an 
occasion for Chinese families to gather for the 
“annual reunion dinner.” It is also traditional 
for every family to thoroughly cleanse the

house, in order to sweep away any ill-fortune 
and to make way for good incoming luck. 
Windows and doors will be decorated with red 
paper-cuts and couplets with popular themes 
of “good fortune” or “happiness,” “wealth,” and 
“longevity.” Other activities include lighting 
firecrackers and giving “lucky money” in “red 
packets.” 

timeanddate.com
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 This year, LCC granted several ele-
ments for this special day that warms all  
Chinese families with a sense of belonging 
not even found in China. 
 On January 27th, the Grade 2 class 
made two big red dragons with teachers and 
held an amazing dragon parade in the din-
ing hall. A special Chinese lunch was pro-
vided by the chefs.

 On January 30th, during lunch recess, 
Middle and Senior School students celebrated 
the Chinese New Year in the SAC. There were 
interesting Chinese horoscopes (brought by 
Sunny Huang), a presentation with a game 
(made by Cynthia Qin), a traditional Chinese 
instrument called Er Hu (brought and played 
by Yolanda Yang), New Year’s red lanterns 
(brought by Sally Qi) and typical Chinese 
candies (brought by Angel Liu). Below are 
pictures taken during this fair.

Chinese New Year At LCC

by: Angel Liu
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 What Is a Human Being?: Seems like a 
fairly simple question. Not for the European 
Union, however. The world sits back in awe as 
the cartoon world of The Jetsons slowly be-
comes a reality. In February 2017, the EU will 
vote on whether or not to give robots legal 
status as electronic persons. This issue raises 
many ethical and legal concerns. Of course, 
robots will have to adhere to certain laws and 
regulations. For instance, all robots would 
have to have a kill switch. Another proposed 
regulation states that a robot may not injure 
a human being. However, while the advance-
ment of technology can be great, we must (as 
natural biological human beings) acknowledge 
that there have to be limits as to such advance-
ments. While this sci-fi world seems impossi-
ble, it is much nearer than we think.

 Getting Ahead of Those Monday Morn-
ing Coffee Cravings: You might want to take 
things a little slower. Northumbria Univer-
sity in Britain was recently fined £400,000 
for accidentally given 30g of caffeine to two 
student participants in an experiment. That is 
the equivalent of 300 cups of coffee! The study 
aimed to determine the effect of caffeine on 
exercise. The researchers were supposed to give 
the participants 0.3g worth of caffeine. Howev-
er, they miscalculated the amount when they 
misplaced the decimal on their phone calcula

 President Donald Trump: As in he of-
ficially dropped the “elect” part of his title on 
January 20, 2017 when he was officially inau-
gurated as the 45th President of the United 
States. Donald and Melania Trump walked into 
the inaugural concert to Heart of Stone by The 
Rolling Stones. The song seems fitting consid-
ering Trump has already signed an executive 
order (just five days into his presidency) for 
government officials to start working on the 
wall along the Mexican border. This is not his 
only act so far. Just hours after the inaugura-
tion, The White House’s website was updated. 
The pages talking about important issues like 
climate change, LGBTQ rights and civil liber-
ties were replaced by a list of Melania’s chari-
table works and the brands for which she has 
modeled. Her magazine cover appearances and 
jewelry line at QVC are also advertised. Who 
needs to discuss civil rights and climate change 
when you can make America great again with 
a big friendly wall and your wife’s Sports Illus-
trated Swimsuit Issue pictures?

http://teensfueledby-
caffeine.weebly.com

Funny News
tor, leading them to administer one hundred 
times the required dosage. Death from just 18g 
of caffeine has been reported. Fortunately, the 
students ended up in the intensive care unit 
and are now both fine. Now you know: next 
time you go to Starbucks, opt for the Tall, not 
the Venti.

http://hbz.h-cdn.co

by: Alyssa Cohen



Humans of LCC

by: Isaiah Fox

 Balancing your academics with 
your athletic schedules can sometimes 
be very difficult. With the amount of 
work you have for each class, time man-
agement is a big factor in being a stu-
dent-athlete, especially if you’re on a 
senior team like hockey. Having sports 
five to six times a week can really affect 
the amount of time you have to do your 
work as a lot of players on the team have 
realized. The amount of early dismissals 
and trips that some of these sports teams 
take means that being a student-athlete 
comes with a lot of responsibilities. Stay-
ing on top of your work and not falling 
behind are always key. When Giuliano 
Latella, who is currently on the Senior 
Hockey team, was asked how he balances 
his academics with his athletics, he stat-
ed, “Achieving a balance between aca-
demics and athletics is all about effective 
time management and a commitment to 
push yourself that extra mile. Sports take 
up a huge amount of time and home-
work does as well, making it hard to 
balance both. Everyone wants success in 

 both, but only those who have enough 
willpower to do homework between the 
end of school and the start of practice or, 
at times, late at night will succeed. One 
must master the use of their time and 
make the decisions that will get them 
to their goals regardless of what their 
friends are doing. It’s very easy to go out 
after school with friends, but not so easy 
to swallow lower grades. Make the right 
choice and do what is best for you.”



 Finally! After about a year since the 
last Star Wars movie was viewed in the-
atres across the world by millions, Star 
Wars nostalgics and fans of space action 
alike are gifted with a new epic space 
opera war film. To avoid the confusion, 
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story is not 
a sequel to the Force Awakens (2015), 
which was the eighth film in the Star 
Wars series, rather it is simply a prequel 
to the first Star Wars film, Episode IV 
(1977). 

 Even though Rogue One was the 
first movie I saw in theatres in 2017, I 
think it is set to be in my top 3 for the 
year. The reason why I love this movie so 
much is because it appeals to so many

different audiences: Star Wars fanatics 
who have obsessed over the series since 
1977, those who enjoy action flicks, com-
ics, families, and everything in between. 
Critics may find that the movie was slow 
and half baked, but to the regular audi-
ence, Rogue One had everything that 
constitutes a great movie. 

 What stuck out to me the most 
wasn’t really the characters that you grow 
to love over the course of the movie, 
including Jin Erso and Kaytoo, rather 
it was the action scenes that really kept 
me glued to the screen. Also, the pivotal 
end scene that I won’t spoil is enough to 
get me to see it a second time in IMAX. 
What did you guys think of the movie? 
Feel free to let me know!

Star Wars Rogue One Movie Review

by: Jonathan Landsman 



  The story also provides the reader 
with letters that “Miriam” wrote to her 
mother.  As a young Orthodox Jewish 
woman, her faith in G-d and her positive 
attitude helped her through these dark 
times.  It is evident that “Miriam” got her 
strength from her amazing mother.

Overall, I really enjoyed the book, Be-
hind Prison Walls.  It provides the reader 
with a fascinating look at what it is like 
to be a prisoner in a foreign country with 
a very different set of laws.  Novak is a 
talented
writer who takes the reader on her jour-
ney through her vivid descriptions and 
her daughter's letters.   I would highly 
recommend it.

 I recently read the book, Behind 
Prison Walls by Ann Novick.  Behind 
Prison Walls is the true story about how 
the author's daughter, "Miriam" and son-
in-law, "Daniel" ended up in a French 
prison, following a pleasant vacation.  
"Miriam" and "Daniel's" crime was that 
they put their trust in the wrong person, 
a young man from whom they unknow-
ingly accepted a suitcase of illegal drugs.  
The American couple were immediate-
ly arrested and thrown into jail, since 
French law presumes guilt, rather than 
innocence.

Mrs. Novick's strength and resilience 
during this horrible experience is exem-
plary.  Rather than fall apart, she rose to 
the challenge and made it her mission 
to fight for the release of her pregnant 

Behind Prison Walls; How a Mother's Love Gave Strength to 
her Daughter

Romy’s Book Review

globalresearch.cawikipedia.com

by: Romy Richter 



Restaurant Review: Lucille’s hits It out of the 
park
Rating: 4/4
$$$
4124 St-Catherine W., Westmount, Quebec
Phone: 514-933-9433 
Website: brasserie.lucillesoyster.com
Open: Tuesday-Sunday (5pm-11pm)

 Lucille’s Oyster Dive, otherwise known 
as Brasserie Lucille’s, is a restaurant that  not 
only serves exquisite and tasty foods but also 
makes you feel welcomed. The restaurant offers 
a variety of delicacies ranging from the fanci-
er Lobster Cavatelli to the more kid-friendly 
Chicken Parmesan. Last Thursday, my father 
and I had dinner at Lucille’s and decided to 
share three dishes, Lucille’s famous Fish Tacos, 
the new Mixed Grilled Seafood and their world 
renowned Filet Mignon. 
 
 The Fish Taco includes a delicious piece 
of freshly grilled Mediterranean sea bass with 
a mixture of red cabbage, a colourful mango 
puree and tomatillo that will make your mouth 
water.  

The  combination of the tomatillo spread and 
the mango puree gave the taco a sweet taste, 
yet I still tasted the lightness of the fish. In my 
opinion, the Mixed Grilled Seafood is the best 
dish on Lucille’s menu. This small yet scrump-
tious meal includes a variety of seafoods such 
as calamari, octopus and shrimp. Each one is 
grilled to perfection and leaves the custom-
er wanting more. The Filet Mignon does not 
disappoint. Grilled to a perfect medium, the 
streak will melt in your mouth. Even though 
you may not have room for any more food, you 
can’t leave without trying their Famous Choco-
late Layer Cake. The cake is rich yet the icing is 
light and buttery. 
 Lastly, the service at Lucille’s is excep-
tional as the food arrived in a timely fashion 
and the waiters are always available to tend to 
any demands that you may have.

Lucille’s Hits It Out 
Of The Park

by: Vaughn Trestan



Lie To Me
 Lie To Me....or how to act naturally 
when telling your parents you’re just having 
a sleepover at that smart kid’s house, the one 
whose grades your parents wish you had.

 When someone conceals emotions, 
leakage of that emotion can often be found on 
that person’s face, these are micro expressions.

 Scientists used to believe that babies 
learned micro expressions from their parents. 
It was believed that when a baby was born it 
mimicked his father or mother’s face. Howev-
er, it was eventually realized that congenitally 
blind babies, who have been blind since birth, 
make the same facial expressions at the same 
time as seeing children. Essentially, this means 
that  facial expressions are not learned, they 
are genetic. 

 Dr. Paul Ekman, an American psychol-
ogist, discovered that we all show the same 
expressions for seven basic human emotions: 
disgust, anger, fear, sadness, happiness, sur-
prise, and contempt. They are universal, no 
matter one’s gender, race or culture everyone 
makes these basic micro expressions. 

 Although we can control certain facial 
expressions, like holding a smile or making a 
frown, a micro expression is very brief; it is an 
instinctive flash of emotion that lasts less than 
a second.  Our face flashes hundreds of micro 
expressions everyday and these quick ones are 
the most accurate for decoding emotions.

 The progress of the study of these ex-
pressions could revolutionize fields like mar-
keting, but could be especially off help in the 
field of criminology.This type of understanding 
could help in solving investigations and recog-
nize when people are lying. 

 Dr. Paul Ekman who is a pioneer in the 
study of emotions and their relation to facial 
expressions, inspired the TV show “Lie to me”  
wherein a scientist Dr. Cal Lightman studies 
micro expression, body language and tone of 
voice to determine when a person is lying and 
why. Dr. Lightman helps law enforcement and 
government agencies uncover the truth. I really 
recommend the show if you want to know 
more about not only micro expressions but 
human behavior in general.

i.ytimg.com



Check out some micro expressions: 

1) Bill Clinton 
On his affair with Monica Lewinsky President 
Bill Clinton said, “I did not have sex with that 
woman”. His use of distancing language sug-
gested he was not being truthful. 

Fun Facts About Liars

4) Body Language 
Even though a high percentage of communica-
tion is thought to be non-verbal, no single part 
of the body—such as the eyes or hands—reveal 
the whole story when it comes to lying. People 
who are lying often become more still: Hand 
gestures that normally accompany talking may 
occur with less frequency or intensity, and 
there may be fewer arm and leg movements. 
The person becomes more focused on telling 
the lie, so they get quieter in their body.

5) Surprise 
Real surprise lasts for less than a few seconds, 
if it’s not the case for someone, he or she is 
faking it. 

6) Rephrase The Lie Backwards
Often, a lie is planned out as series of events in 
a certain order to cover the bases, but not the 
other way round. It will be easy to remember 
all the details if it is the truth, but not for a lie.

2) Eye Contact
Most of us would think people avoid eye con-
tact when lying. It is actually a myth, they 
make more eye contact to see if you believe 
their lies. 
3) Physiological Flight Response
This is a response to an acute threat to survival 
that is marked by physical changes like blood 
flowing from the extremities to your legs so 
you are ready to run, your hands get cold first. 

by: Coline Echahamian 



2016: the Year of Constant 
New Releases

 This year, several artists released hits 
that will be played over and over again, 
without anyone getting tired of them. While 
many well-known artists have tragical-
ly passed away, such as David Bowie and 
George Michael, their spirits will live on 
through the influence they have left behind, 
which will surely be prevalent in 2017’s 
musical releases. If all the hits of 2016 had 
to be listed, the list would be never-ending, 
so this is just a few of the songs that will still 
be overplayed in a couple years.

-Work, Rihanna (feat. Drake)

-Black Beatles, Rae Sremmurd

-One Dance, Drake

-Starboy, the Weeknd

-This Is What You Came For, Rihanna&Cal-
vin Harris

-Closer, the Chainsmokers

-Let Me Love You, Justin Bieber

-Too Good, Drake

by: Bojana Dimock 
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1. Spray microwave safe coffee mug with vegeta-
ble oil spray.
2. Place  1 tbsp. butter in the mug & melt in mi-
crowave (about 30 seconds).
3. Add 2 tbsp. sugar, 1/4 tsp. vanilla and 1 pinch 
salt and stir together.
4. Add 1 egg yolk, mixing thoroughly.
5. Add 3 tbsp. flour and stir until combined.
6. Top with sprinkles and cook in the microwave 
for about 40-45 seconds. Check to see if it’s done 
with a toothpick.

www.food.com

 Every year, the members of the Senior Band joined by the Grade 8 musicians, par-
take in a weekend of bonding, rehearsal and, of course, fun. This year's trip proved once 
again to be exceptional. Not only were we students coached by specialists in our specific 
instruments, but we also managed to escape the grumpy chef 's wrath. We were able to 
really improve and grow as an ensemble instead of being yelled at for making a hole in 
the wall. That's progress. The extra activities were also a huge hit as the Grade 11 and 12 
students were able to keep the tradition alive and organize another one of band camp's 
famous talent shows. This year we were lucky enough to witness everything from the 
most angelic singers to jazz ensembles, interpretive dancers and even skilled jelly bean 
eaters. All of this to say, if you missed it, you should be jealous.

This One Time at Band Camp...

by: Alyssa Howard

Vanilla Sprinkle Cake!



THINK.
Would you rather be stuck in an elevator or on a broken ski lift?

Would you rather travel to the past or the future?

“I would get claustrophobic stuck in an elevator, at least a ski left is out in the open”-Romy Rich-
ter ‘17

“I’d love to see where I am, and where the world is in general, in 20 years from now.”-Noah Cha-
zonoff ’17



Dr. Foz
Who is Dr. Foz?  Moi ha ha ha ha, you’ll never know!

My best friend has been kind of flaky late-
ly, we are fighting more than usual and we 
just aren’t as close as we used to be. What 
should I do?
 Hi! This is perfectly normal and 
it happens to everybody at some point. 
Friends just grow apart or grow in sepa-
rate directions sometimes, and that’s okay. 
Friendships also go through phases, and 
not every moment will be the best; you 
won’t be close 100% all of the time like in 
the movies. It’s nice to have a friend you are 
close with like that, but when you are that 
close it can get to a point where you just get 
on each other’s nerves a bit. If this phase 
has been lasting a while for you and your 
friend, talk to them. Sit down and have a 
conversation about the issues. If they are a 
good friend, they will be receptive to your 
feelings and will be willing to talk it out. If 
not, maybe consider that it might be time 
to distance yourself from them. Friend-
ships don’t always last forever, but it’s not 
the end of the world. Branch out and make 
some new friends. Who knows, maybe you 
and your friend will work it out some day. 
Regardless, it’s always good to have many 
friends so that if you have a fallout with one 
friend, you have others to fall back on.

I have okay marks in school, but I struggle 
to do well, even when I go to get extra help 
from my teachers. Is there anything else I 
can do to boost my marks?
 You sound like a very ambitious and 
driven student; this is very good! It sounds 
like you are taking the proper steps right 
now to succeed. Going to see your teachers 
for extra help is a great resource, although, 
sometimes despite our best efforts, we don’t 
always achieve what we want. This is just a 
part of life. However, there are some other 
things you can do to help you better under-
stand the material you learn in class. For 
example, for your English and French class-
es, websites like Shmoop and Sparknotes 
can really help you understand the plot, 
characters and deeper meanings of books. 
Shmoop even has some resources for math 
and science, as does Khan Academy. Some-
times, when you are having trouble visual-
izing a concept (like a science experiment), 
looking up demonstrational or explanato-
ry videos on YouTube is helpful. Another 
resource at your disposal is your peers. 
They are in the same boat as you: they are 
learning the material for the first time too. 
Forming study or discussion groups to hash 
out ideas is probably the most helpful thing 
you can do. Just remember to be an active 
learner, and not a passive learner. I hope 
this helps!



Aries (March 21 - April 19): Look to 
your left; the person sitting there will 
become one of your closest friends 
this month. If there’s no one there… 
well, sucks to be you.   

Horoscopes

Taurus (April 20 - May 20): You’re 
known for your great wit, intelli-
gence and friendliness. Let’s hope 
you’re still known for that when I 
write your next horoscope. 

Gemini (May 21- - June 20): Now I 
have a task for you. The stars say that 
you should go to Costco, and listen 
carefully now; you need to try EV-
ERY SINGLE FREE SAMPLE. That 
is the feast the stars have told me to 
give you. You’re welcome.  

Cancer (June 21- July 22): You’ll 
feel the need to make yourself a 
bagel soon. All I can say is careful 
with the bread knife. 

Leo (July 23 - August 22): Now 
because Pluto’s in retrograde, or 
something, you have to do a mara-
thon, but you have two choices; you 
can run it or catch it on Netflix. 

Virgo (August 23 - Septemer 22): 
Ah, Virgo, follow your heart, but 
don’t follow someone into a dark 
alley. That would be bad. 

Aquarius (January 20 - February 
18):Let’s face it, you’re kind of a 
mess, but you’ll figure it out, I 
promise. 

Libra (September 23 - October 22): 
Okay, last month I told you to be a 
vegan. That was a bad idea. I apol-
ogize. There was a chocolate chip 
on my star chart and I thought it 
was a star. Just go have a steak; you 
need it. 

Scorpio (October 23 - November 
21): I saw a picture of someone 
making a house of cards out of Kit 
Kats instead; get on that.  

Sagittarius (November 22 - Decem-
ber 21): This is your month, Sagit-
tarius! JUST KIDDING! Get ready 
for all hell to break loose. 

Capricorn (December 22 - January 
19): Try something new this month 
with your friends; you may find 
that you like beet farming.  

Pisces (February 19 - March 20): 
Challenge; eat five hot dogs in five 
minutes. This is where you say, 
“Challenge accepted.” 

http://newzitiv.com
by: Erika Kaperois



1. What school club would you be most likely to join?
a) School Newspaper
b) Young Republican’s Club 
c) Green Team
d) Jiu Jitsu
2. What movie/TV show would you like to live in?
a) Sky High
b) Robin Hood in Tights
c) Indiana Jones
4) Planes

3. What part of New York best suits you?
a) Manhattan
b) Long Island 
c) Brooklyn 
d) East Harlem

4. How would you describe yourself?
a) Quick on your feet
b) Good judge of character
c) Curious
d) Capable

Which Superhero are You?

Mostly A’s 
You are Superman!
You love to write and 
flying is pretty cool 
too. 

Mostly B’s 
You’re Batman! You 
may have particular 
(and pricey) taste, but 
you lend a helping 
hand when you’re 
needed. 

Mostly C’s
You’re spiderman, so 
it’s only natural you 
love to climb. 

Mostly D’s 
You’re Wonder 
Woman, and you can 
definitely hold your 
own in a fight. 

Marvel.com

planwallpa-
per.com

pinterest.
com

gambark-
artunfilm-
animasi.
blogspot.
com

by: Samantha Bloom
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